Ex Ante Review Findings
Measure Description
This project claims savings as a result of upsizing a crude oil transport pipeline from 12”
diameter to 16” diameter. The increased pipe diameter results in reduced frictional pumping
losses for the proposed 3.71 mile pipeline. This reduces the pumping electric load, producing
energy and demand savings.
Summary of Review
The Investor-Owned-Utility (IOU) submitted the following documents for this Phase I review:


Project application documentation; X505-127691 NC0128326-Application.pdf;



Project report; X505-127691 NC0128326-CNC Report.pdf;



Calculation worksheet; X505-127691 NC0128326-Pipe Diameter Opt. for Design.xlsx;
and



Customer letter confirming 12” diameter baseline; X505-127691 NC0128326ProjectHistory-CustomerLetter.pdf.

An initial CPUC staff review of supplied documentation noted a number of inconsistencies
between the project report and calculation worksheet. Additional clarification was requested in a
08-05-2014 data request. The clarifications were addressed in a 08-27-2014 submittal. The
clarifying documents include the following used in this Phase I review:


A response document to the review request; X505 DataRequest 08052014 With Reviewer
Responses.pdf;



Revised project report; X505 127691 NC0128326 Plains Marketing CNC Report Rev
3.pdf;



Revised calculation worksheet; X505 127691 NC0128326-Pipe Upsize Incentive - New
Calc.xlsx;



Response to ISP question on 12” pipe as appropriate for a baseline; X505 127691
NC0128326Response to email Questions from
.pdf; and



Revised project cost worksheet; X505 127691 NC0128326-Pipe Price Estimating Sheet
FBE.xlsx.

An initial CPUC review was made of the baseline assumption, savings calculation method and
cost estimate. Summary findings are as follows:


CPUC

12” as baseline - Within reason (as set by velocity limits) pipe sizes are based on an
economic decision. The 12” baseline assumption provides flow with acceptable
velocities. The pressure drop per 100 feet of piping is estimated at 4.5 feet for heavy
crude and 3.4 feet for light crude. While the two pressure drop values may be considered
at the high end of a typical range, those associated with the next larger size pipe (14”
diameter) would be considered low. As such, the 12” diameter pipe baseline is accepted
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as one that could be categorized as meeting good design practices. It is accepted as a
baseline design.


Savings calculation method – Savings estimates are based on standard engineering
calculations for pumping power requirements via a live calculation spreadsheet. Issues
with the calculation approach from the initial submittal were outlined in the data
clarification document. Those were resolved in the revised calculation spreadsheet.
However, the revised calculation spreadsheet added a variable frequency drive (VFD)
system efficiency to the calculation. The assumption that the VFD drive is present in
both the baseline and measure systems cannot be confirmed at this point. PG&E claims
that a VFD measure is being considered in a separate submittal. If so, the impact of the
VFD should be addressed in that project and removed from this project.



Project incremental costs – Incremental costs are well documented for the cost of
materials. Those for labor are not. A representative labor cost for the installation of 16”
diameter pipe is provided from costs associated with another project. The labor cost for
the baseline installation is prorated from that associated with the installation of the 16”
diameter pipe. No breakdown of the labor cost associated with the installation of the 16”
diameter pipe is provided. No details were provided on how the labor cost for the
baseline pipe was obtained from those for the 16” diameter pipe other than there are
reduced welding costs based on bead length. Additional labor cost details are needed
before incremental costs are approved. This is critical as incentives for this project are
currently limited by incremental measure cost.

Review Conclusion
The ex-ante savings, measure incremental cost and incentive estimates are not approved at this
time. Savings estimates are to assume that no VFD is in place. Incremental labor costs are not
approved based on the information provided. Additional details on labor costs are needed.
Finally, the proposed incentive to the client is not approved until possible limits based on the
incremental project costs are resolved.
Summary of CPUC Staff Requested Action by the IOU
CPUC Staff requests that the IOU undertake the recommended steps and submit the following
information due on 09/22/2014 (or 14 days from submittal date to IOU):
1. Remove the VFD efficiency estimate from ex-ante savings calculations.
2. Provide details to support claimed labor cost differences used in incremental cost
estimates.
3. Revise project incentive if revisions to the measure incremental cost are found to be
appropriate.

CPUC
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